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Start new question from nev/ page.
Clearly mention your options.

Answer the followings :
lz
What is static binding ?
- ^L)
(Z) How d.oes a constant defined by const differ from the
constant defined by the preprocessor statement #d.efine ?
,€) What is friend class ?
(4) What is visibility mode ?
J6) What is a class ? How a class is different from structure ?
*r(6) I,ist out the -operators-that cannot be overload.ed,. ':
(7) What is self-referential structure ?
(8) What is protected modifier in class ? How it differs,Fom
private modifier ?
.-/g) What is an abstract class ?
, &
(10) What is the function of showpoint flag ?
,t6t> State the difference between ios:;app and ios::ate mode.
(12) What is difference between 'delete a' and 'delete [ ] a'?
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Name of lhe Subject

2 ^tg{ List out basic concepts of OOP. Explain any
three in brief.
t
P) List memory management operators. Point out reasons
why using new is better,idea than using malloc( ) ?
E.
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do you mean O,
static ? Write down
Yh"j
-stilic-member
the basic properties of +9,S""*
function. Also
.' discuss how st@s
a-re called.
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Explain pararreterized ,oo\IR*tor. How constructor
is calledExplicitly/Implicitly.
reference variable

with

example.

th.
c

(a)
3 #$u"olain
what is conversion function ? How it is created
Explain
example.
.qfl
' (b) rf a classwith
D

?

is derived from two base classes B1 and
82, then write these classes each contain;; i Zrro
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agrument constr:uctor. Ensure that while build an object
gf-frne D firstly the constructor of 82 shourilgJcaled
followed by that of 81. Arso provide a destr""ti" i'each
class. In what order wourd these destructo"
t;; ca[ed ?
(c)
Const construct th9
(Colum"l
X
N
-it"i*, using
NEw operator and ryG.ow)
find the sum of diagonal
eie*eots
of inputted matrix- Also use DELETb on""uio" to
deallocate the memory- Take appropriate member
functions and display the result in-priper fo"*at.
OR
3 (a), What is ambiguity in hgbddjgh€ritance ? How
&rsr ambiguity remove from compile time ? Explain with
example.

(b)

$$t^{-

do the properties of the folowing two derived
{o*
classes dtffer ?
51 Q class Dl : private B, public C { };
\JP-{'' q] class D2 : protected B, privat" C
{ };
(c)

4

write a prograyn that consists of two

classes time
12 and time 24. The first one maintains time
on l2_hour
basis, whereas the other one maintainS time oo'Z+_norr".
basis. Provide conversion fun'btions to carry out
conversion

ET

from object of one type to another.

.,.
4
v/@) When do we need virtual firnetions ? Write
the rules for virtual functions,a- J_S,
$(\
Explain inlins functions with example.
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Define a class to represent a bank account for
handling 10 customers, incrude the folowing
-e*be"s
Data members :
(1) Name of the depositor
(2) Account number
(3) Type of account
(4) Balance amount in the account
q,
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Member functions :
(1) To assign initial values
(2) To deposit an amount
(3) To withdraw amount.

oR
\ilr..
h) In which circumstarces functions can rnade a friend
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down the advantages of a frieurl function.
What is inheritance ? f)ifferentiates mu.trtiple and
rr) kI -Wnte
multilevel inheritance with example.
&\-arY
(c) Create a SHAPE class which has no_of-sides data

member. Derive two classes CIRCLE and RECTANGLE
from SHAPE class. CIRCLE class has one data member
redius. RECTANGLE dass has two data memtrers length
and width. Now using technique of virtual function get
data for both class and display d,ata for both classes.
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(a) write down the syntax for user-defined- manipulators.
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(b)

Design a single ffianipulator to provide the following
oufuut specL'fications for printing float values :
(1) 12 column width
(2) Right-justified
(3) Three digrt precision
(4) Filling unused places with*
(5) Tbailing zeros shown
(6) Display plus sign at first position.
Class "emp" containing the data members name of
employee, employee number, basic salary, allowance.
Take appropriate member function and get data into
class, then after write data into d.ata file called'emp.dat"
until user choice. Display the infomoation of all employee
from a file along with p{ total salary_ Use read ( ) and
write ( ) binary function for frle.
ll2o/o of basic salary, total salary = basic+allowance - p{l
Explain following (any two)
(r) What is containgrship ? How does it differ from

J

ap\inheritance ? {t'to
following functions with example
&) Explain
(1) $ridth ( )
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GC

t @) Precision ( )
€V(iiil Exptain read ( ) and write ( ) binary file functinn.
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